People with hearing loss are at the heart of everything
we do because we know they’re placing their trust in
us. This is why we’ve not stopped pioneering innovative
new technologies, with consistent quality, for over 150
years to help them feel more involved, connected and
in control, transforming their lives through the power
of sound. Available exclusively through audiologists and
hearing care professionals.

So much
more than
just powerful

ReSound is part of the GN Group – pioneering great
sound from world-leading ReSound hearing aids to Jabra
office headsets and sports headphones. Founded in 1869,
employing over 5,000 people, and listed on NASDAQ
OMX Copenhagen, GN makes life sound better.
Find out more about how Resound ENZO Q is so much
more than just powerful at resound.com
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The complete hearing
solution for severe-toprofound hearing loss

ReSound ENZO Q
- beyond powerful
Confidence starts with a reliable, hassle-free

a call on the go, chatting in a busy cafe or

hearing experience where sounds are clear and

at a club – and hearing crystal clear, high-

comfortable all around you.

quality sound. You can enjoy the atmosphere
and hear the detail in the conversation and

ReSound ENZO Q, our new Premium-Plus

musical tones. Even uncomfortable loud

hearing aid for severe-to-profound hearing loss,

sounds become comfortable. With the

goes beyond powerful to provide a complete

complete picture you can realise your full

hearing solution. Imagine walking in the city,

potential – supported by remote and real-time

crossing a road in traffic, streaming audio, taking

care where and when you need it.

CRYSTAL CLEAR, COMFORTABLE,
HIGH-QUALITY SOUND

EVEN GREATER CONNECTIVITY
AND DIRECT STREAMING

FULLY PERSONALISABLE TO
SUIT YOUR PREFERENCES

CONVENIENT REMOTE
AND REAL-TIME SUPPORT

PERFECTLY COMPLEMENTS
COCHLEAR ™ IMPLANTS

Crystal clear,
comfortable,
high-quality
sound

Severe-to-profound hearing loss requires a
complete hearing solution that is so much
more than just powerful. ReSound ENZO Q is
created with the most advanced technology
yet so you can enjoy clear and comfortable
sound, extensive connectivity options, and

60%

improvement
in hearing
speech in noise

Research shows that people
with severe-to-profound
hearing loss experience 60%
improvement in hearing
speech in front of them in noisy
conditions with our technology.*

a 20% longer-lasting battery compared to
ReSound ENZO 3D™.

HEARING BETTER IN NOISE
EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF CLARITY

It takes effort and energy trying to hear in noisy

Clarity of sounds is highly important.

places. ReSound ENZO Q cleverly supports

Personalise your hearing experience to suit

the way you like to listen without cutting you

your preferences – and feel comfortable

off from your surroundings. Follow group

knowing that there won’t be whistling or

conversations and hear where sounds are

squealing noises even when your hearing aid

coming from all around you, while focusing on

volume is ramped up.

speech and other sound details.

* With directional microphones compared to omnidirectional microphones.

UNCOMFORTABLE SOUNDS MADE
COMFORTABLE
High levels of amplification to feel connected
and assured in your surroundings are good.
However, unpleasant amplified noises are
tiresome.
ReSound ENZO Q strikes the right balance. It
detects your environments and automatically
adjusts volume and noise settings to justright levels. Distracting background sounds
like running water or the din of traffic become
comfortable, yet still audible. Our technology
also takes the edge off particularly loud, jarring
sounds, such as keys dropped on a table or
audience applause.

THE RESOUND DIFFERENCE
It is a privilege to develop hearing aids for people
with severe-to-profound hearing loss that you
can trust, because we know that hearing aids are
an integral part of your life. ReSound ENZO Q
has the power – and so much more – to exceed
your expectations.

89%

of sudden loud
sounds are more
comfortable

Listeners judged impulse
sounds like hammering or
bottles clinking against one
another as being softer with
ReSound hearing aids 89%
of the time.

Fully
personalisable
to suit your
preferences

PROGRAM CAROUSEL
Swipe through environment programs: All-Around,
Restaurant, Music or Outdoor, to reflect where you are.

SOUND ENHANCER
Use the sliding bar, filters and quick buttons to
increase speech focus, reduce noise, and adjust
bass, middle and treble.

GEOTAGGING
You set the pace with ReSound ENZO Q

Save your favourite sound settings. Even geotag

hearing aids. They automatically adjust to your

the settings to a preferred location so they

sound environment, then you can personalise

automatically activate the next time you’re there.

the details of your hearing experience even
further with the ReSound Smart 3D™ app,

FIND MY HEARING AIDS

directly from your phone.

If you misplace your hearing aids, you can locate
their last recorded position on a map.

The app places real-time control right at
your fingertips. Swipe and select a range

RELIEF FROM TINNITUS

of programs and optimise sounds, such as

Easily adjust the level of therapeutic tinnitus relief

speech focus and noise reduction, to suit your

sounds without altering the volume of your hearing

current location.

aids via our app.

Even greater
connectivity and
direct streaming

50%

better speech
understanding
with ReSound

Research shows that when
streaming to ReSound hearing
aids, users can understand
50% more of the conversation
on average, compared to a
regular phone call.

Stream directly from both iOS and Android™

TELECOIL

devices to your hearing aids and enjoy crystal

ReSound ENZO Q also has a telecoil, which

clear, comfortable, high-quality sound. Talking

enables you to connect to loop sound systems.

on the phone, watching TV, or listening to

Enjoy amplified sounds delivered directly to

music, it’s as simple as using wireless stereo

your hearing aids in public spaces, such as

headphones.

museums, live venues, lectures or theatres.

*

* From Android version 10 with Bluetooth ver 5.0 and the Android
Streaming to Hearing Aids feature

ReSound Multi Mic
Connects with loop and FM systems*. This
mic clips onto the clothing of the person
you’re talking to. You can also place the mic
on a table to work as a table microphone for
great group conversations.
ReSound Micro Mic
Give this clip-on mic to the person
you’re talking to and easily keep up with
conversations in noisy environments – up to 80

Wireless
accessories to
make life easier

feet (25 metres) away in a clear line of sight.
ReSound TV Streamer 2
Stream sound from the TV directly to your
hearing aids. Your volume can be set and
adjusted independently of the volume set
by any other viewers by using the ReSound
Remote Controls.
ReSound Phone Clip+
Clip onto your clothing to make clear phone
calls, mute background noise, or stream
music or audio from any Bluetooth® enabled
phone or smart device.

At work or play, ReSound wireless accessories
can help you in challenging listening

ReSound Remote Control
Small with large, easy-to-locate buttons, this

situations, from the TV to noisy backgrounds

accessory is ideal for adjusting hearing aid

or bustling group conversations around a

volume and switching between programs

table. The accessories work together as an

quickly and discreetly.

intelligent system and provide a seamless realtime listening experience.

ReSound Remote Control 2
Easily control volume and program settings
on your hearing aids, mute sound, and check
all your wireless accessory connections and
settings at a glance.

* FM receiver required.

Convenient
remote and
real-time support
ReSound Assist gives you even more options to

ADJUSTMENTS ANYWHERE

stay in touch with your hearing care professional

At home, at work, on vacation, ReSound Assist

and receive help and support that fits your

also lets you send fine-tuning requests to

preferences and schedule.

your hearing care professional and receive
downloadable updates from them, all via the

FACE-TO-FACE, ONLINE HEARING CARE

ReSound Smart 3D app.

WHEREVER
The new ReSound Assist Live* plus the ReSound

You can send a satisfaction rating back to your

Smart 3D app make it possible to have face-to-

hearing care professional to let them know how

face fitting sessions from anywhere. Use the

satisfied you are with the new improvements.

app to schedule a video call with your hearing
care professional to fine-tune your hearing aids

Always receive the best hearing care experience

remotely.

with ReSound Assist and ReSound ENZO Q.

* Please ask your hearing care professional for date of availability.

Learn more about Resound Assist Live at
resound.com

Perfectly
complements
Cochlear™ implants
People with a cochlear implant on one ear may

The Smart Hearing Alliance, a unique

experience great benefits with a hearing aid fitted

collaboration between Cochlear and ReSound,

on the opposite ear . The Cochlear implant

makes it easy to provide a bimodal solution

and the ReSound ENZO Q hearing aid, or other

for you.

1-4

™

ReSound hearing aids, create a complementary
bimodal solution that may improve speech
recognition in noise – including locating where
sounds are coming from – while providing superior
sound quality, among other benefits, compared
with using a cochlear implant alone.

CONNECT AND STREAM FOR A FULL
BIMODAL EXPERIENCE
ReSound and Cochlear share wireless

Please seek advice from your health professional about treatments for
hearing loss. Outcomes may vary, and your health professional will advise
you about the factors which could affect your outcome. Always read the
instructions for use. Not all products are available in all countries.
Cochlear, Hear now. And always, Nucleus, Kanso, Baha, the elliptical logo,
and marks bearing an ® or ™ symbol, are either trademarks or registered
trademarks of Cochlear Limited or Cochlear Bone Anchored Solutions AB
(unless otherwise noted).

technology, so you can stream directly to
your Cochlear implant and ReSound hearing
aid simultaneously from a compatible iOS or
Android device, or from a range of wireless
accessories*. With more sound to both ears
and superior sound quality compared to using
a cochlear implant alone4, you can take phone
calls, enjoy your favourite music or TV series,
or chat more easily with someone at a noisy
restaurant5.

For compatibility information and devices visit cochlear.com/compatibility and resound.com/compatibility
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aids and cochlear implants in opposite ears. Ear Hear (2004 Feb); 25,
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2. Morera C, Cavalle L, Manrique M, et al. Contralateral hearing aid use in
cochlear implanted patients: Multicenter study of bimodal benefit. Acta
Otolaryngol (2012 Jun); 132, 1084–1094.
3. Potts LG, Skinner MW, Litovsky RA., et al. Recognition and localization
of speech by adult cochlear implant recipients wearing a digital hearing
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5. Preliminary data on file: Clinical evaluation of the Cochlear Nucleus®
CI532 cochlear implant in adults (CLTD5685). 2019, Jan. [Sponsored by
Cochlear].

*

Stylishly reliable
and robust

No matter how active you are, rest assured that
ReSound ENZO Q is resilient and robust, and
designed to withstand the demands of all users.
Select from two powerful Behind-the-Ear models
with a long battery life – a great advantage when
streaming – and 10 elegant colours to suit your
style.
We know you rely on your hearing aids. Therefore,
each ReSound ENZO Q hearing aid is treated
with a protective iSolate nanotech coating, which
repels water, earwax and debris to protect the
delicate electronics.

High Power
HP BTE 88

Super Power
SP BTE 98

COLOUR SELECTION

Explore the full collection at
resound.com

Sterling
Grey

Silver

Pearl
White

Anthracite

Black

Beige

Light
Blonde

Medium
Blonde

Dark
Brown

Glossy
Black

